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1) what does get Jacks?
   A) A milkshake
   B) A Ice Cream
   C) A new car
   D) Mobile Phone

2) Imagine you are the taxi driver. You are . . .
   A) Very Happy
   B) Happy
   C) Scared
   D) Tired

3) At the end of the story the police catch . . .?
   A) Jack
   B) A XD
   C) The taxi driver
   D) The bad man

4) Why Jack leaving his job?
   A) Because He has a new Job
   B) Because he has a war with the boss
   C) Because he wanted
   D) Because he wanted a party

5) Why Jack is tired?
   A) Because he dance in the party
   B) Because he is tired
   C) Because he’s looking for a taxi for a long time
   D) A and C are correct.

6) The bad man is...
   A) Tall
   B) Tall with a small beard
   C) Short with a small beard
   D) Tall with a small beard red

7) ¿Where did He called? ¿How he called police?
   A) On the street, with a mobile phone
   B) Next to driver, with a banana
   C) On the boot, with a shout
   D) On the boot, with a mobile phone